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At UPM, in depth modifications of the core simulator COBAYA, able to perform neutronics diffusion cal culations at both nodal and pin by pin levels, 
have been accomplished during the 7th Framework EURATOM NURESAFE project.The main goal was to upgrade its integration in the European 
Platform for Nuclea r Reactor Safety Simulation in order to facilitate the coupling with any other code of the platform for multi physics analysis, 
focusing also on the code legibility and maintainability. An external and flexible coupling with the thermal hydraulics code COBRA TF was designed. 
As a result, COBAYM/COBRA TF allows multiscale coupled calculations, enabling both nodal and pin by pin neutronics resolutions using both 
assembly based channels and pin based subchannels at the thermal hydraulics domain.flexible mapping schemes also in axial direction can be 
defined. The coupled system was applied to a Main Steam Line Break transient benchmark.Pin by pin 30 sim ulations using one thermal hydraulic 
channel per assembly were carried out in a reasonable computing time, and results compared to nodal solutions demonstrating the multiscale coupling 
capability for full core transients. Pin by pin calculations using thermal hydraulics subchannels will be performed in a near future to assess the role 
that a very detailed mapping can play to predict realistic local parameters. While in asymmetric transients the effect can be important, it is expected 
that in symmetric transients assembly based thermal hydraulics channels can provide accurate pin by pin solutions in execution times suitable for 
routine analysis. The performed work will bring the ability to explore in an easy way multiscale effects on safety tran sient evaluations and give 
recommenda tions for the neutronics/thermal  hydraulics mapping depending on the application 
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1.Introduction 
  

Best estimate transient analysis of Light Water Reactors (LWRs) 
requires simulation of the relevant multiphysics phenomena 
occurring in the entire reactor core. High fidelity methods exist 
for  modeling  neutronics  (NK),  thermal hydraulics  (TH)  and 
thermal mechanics, but it is not easy to couple them in a way to 
be considered practical for transient analysis. 
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Different multiphysics  systems are being developed  to couple 
neutron   transport   codes  with   Computational  Fluid   Dynamics 
(CFO), sub  channel or system thermal hydraulic codes. Examples 
of  those  coupled  systems  based  on  Monte  Carlo  transport  and 
applied   to  Pressurized  Water  Reactor  (PWR)  core  analysis are 
respectively MCNP/FLUENT (Hu and Uddin, 2008), MCNP/COBRA 
TF (Sanchez and Al Hamry, 2009) and Serpent/RElAPS (Wu and 



y The code has been reformatted to FORTRAN 90, the logical control restructured to
improve code readability and source maintainability, input and output subroutines
redesigned to increase modularity and detect inconsistencies, compilation scheme
refactored to eliminate unnecessary levels of complexity.
Kozlowski, 2015). Examples of coupled systems based of determin
istic transport codes can be found in the Consortium for Advanced
Simulation of Light Water Reactors (CASL) (Turner, 2013) and the
Nuclear Energy Advanced Modeling and Simulation Program
(NEAMS) Reactor Product Line (Merzari et al., 2015).

Although very active research is ongoing to develop full core
neutron transport multiphysics systems, their applicability is lim
ited to steady state conditions. Consequently, nuclear reactor/fuel
vendors, technical support organizations and regulators rely still
nowadays on standard tools for safety analysis.

Earliest standard methods used point kinetics for the neutronics
core response together with thermal hydraulic system analysis
codes, such as TRAC PF1 (Schnurr et al., 1992). The coupling of
3D neutron kinetics core simulators and system transient codes,
such as TRACE/PARCS (Xu et al., 2006), allowed analysis of the
3D core kinetics behavior together with plant dynamics. More
accurate results can be obtained if thermal hydraulic sub
channel based codes, such as COBRA TF (CTF) (Salko and
Avramova, 2015) are used to determine the local TH response; this
is the case of global coupled code systems, such as TRAC PF1/NEM/
COBRA TF (Ziabletsev et al., 2004).

To enable those systems for safety margins’ evaluations, they
have to estimate the power distribution at the pin level, since var
ious safety limits are based on the temperature of the hottest pel
let. However, neutronic core simulations are typically carried out
using nodal diffusion codes. Those codes require macroscopic cross
sections homogenized over large spatial zones consisting of a fuel
assembly or one quarter of the assembly. Hence only the node
averaged power distribution is computed and pin power recon
struction methods based on the use of assembly wise form factors
(Gomez Torres et al., 2014) have to be applied in order to estimate
the pin powers.

Pin by pin codes where homogenization is performed over a
pin cell could be considered as the next generation of 3D core sim
ulators for practical transient analysis, as the local heterogeneity
effect inside the fuel assembly is partially preserved and pin
wise reaction rates are available, so no approximate reconstruction
methodologies have to be applied.

Pin by pin calculations are typically based on diffusion
approximation or Simplified P3 approach. Codes such as SCOPE2
(Tatsumi and Yamamoto, 2003) can perform PWR full core fol
low analysis using SP3 pin by pin calculations with a simplified
in house thermal hydraulics module (Yamamoto and Ikeno,
2005). Also COBAYA3/COBRA TF system developed at UPM has
been used to carry out 3D core pin by pin diffusion calculations
for steady states using a domain decomposition technique with
alternate dissections (Herrero et al., 2009). More recently, DYN
SUB code system (Daeubler et al., 2015), an internal coupling
of the 3D neutron kinetics code DYN3D and the sub channel
code SUBCHANFLOW, was used for static and transient pin by
pin simulations of the OECD NEA and U.S. NRC PWR MOX/UO2
core transient benchmark (Kozlowski and Downar, 2003). The
applicability for LWR transient analysis was demonstrated,
although execution times were reported to remain too high for
its routine application.

The efficient coupling of pin by pin core simulators with the
state of the art sub channel thermal hydraulics codes remains a
challenge to provide accurate transient solutions in a reasonable
time. On one hand, the generation of few group homogenized con
stants at pin level is an important issue due to: i) the amount of
stored data, significantly higher than at nodal level; ii) use of
appropriate pin homogenization techniques to compute cross
sections and discontinuity factors at the pin level, as they can be
a major source of error in full core analysis.

On the other hand, Ivanov and Avramova (2007) identified,
among others, the ways of coupling (internal or external) and the
spatial mesh overlays as important challenges in coupling method
ologies, which is especially relevant for pin by pin analysis.

The internal coupling involved in the previously mentioned pin
by pin coupled systems, although more efficient, impedes an easy
updating of the stand alone codes, as significant modifications are
required for the coupling. However, since pin by pin calculations
can be very demanding, it is desirable that the most updated ver
sions of the stand alone codes (e.g. with parallel capabilities) can
be used. Hence an external coupling seems the most adequate
option for coupled pin by pin simulations, avoiding that mainte
nance of the coupled system can require more time than the code
development progress or the simulation analysis.

Also a flexible spatial coupling, where the user can specify the
number of thermal hydraulic channels and neutronics nodes, is
desirable. It allows developing the appropriate mapping schemes
in both radial and axial directions depending on the type of
transient.

At UPM, in depth modifications of the in house COBAYA diffu
sion code have been accomplished during the 7th Framework
EURATOM NURESAFE project (NURESAFE, 2012) in order to facili
tate its integration in the NUclear REactor SIMulation (NURESIM)
SALOME platform (Chanaron et al., 2015) and its coupling with
any other code of the platform. An external and flexible spatial
coupling with CTF code is designed, as explained in Section 2. As
a result, COBAYA/CTF allows both nodal and pin by pin neutronics
resolutions using both assembly based and pin based sub channel
refinements at the thermal hydraulics domain. The coupled sys
tem is employed in Section 3 to study the NURESAFE Main Steam
Line Break (MSLB) PWR core transient benchmark at pin level
and results compared to nodal solutions.
2. Integration and coupling of COBAYA4 in SALOME platform

2.1. COBAYA code

COBAYA is a multigroup neutron diffusion code for nodal and
pin by pin reactor core analysis, able to compute steady state
and space time kinetics problems. The first version of the code,
COBAYA2 (Aragonés and Ahnert, 1986), was written in the 80’s
and was further developed to COBAYA3 during the 6th and 7th
FP European projects NURESIM and NURISP (Chauliac et al.,
2006). The last version of the code, COBAYA4, has been recodedy

to be integrated in NURESIM platform including some additional
capabilities.

The nodal solver employed in COBAYA (Lozano et al., 2008) is
based on the Analytic Coarse Mesh Finite Difference Method
(ACMFD) (Aragonés et al., 2007). It can be used as a stand alone
solver or as an external acceleration for the Finite Mesh Finite
Difference (FMFD) pin by pin solver. The ACMFD method combi
nes a classical transverse leakage integration procedure with an
analytical 1D solution of the diffusion equation on each of the spa
tial directions, and can deal with 3D Cartesian and hexagonal Z
geometries (Lozano et al., 2010). It has been extensively validated
for a number of numerical benchmarks.

The pin by pin solver included in COBAYA is based on the
transport corrected FMFD diffusion method. This solver can be
used to solve full core problems in two different ways: using one
calculation domain for the physical domain or through domain
decomposition by alternate core dissections (Herrero et al.,
2009). The first method is suitable in shared memory paralleliza

















4. Conclusions

New developments in the multi group neutron diffusion
COBAYA code have enabled its efficient integration into the NURE
SIM SALOME platform. After the coupling with the thermal
hydraulics code CTF, it is possible to carry out coupled calculations
inside the platform using different resolutions for the neutronics
and the thermal hydraulic solvers. That is, nodal or pin by pin
transport corrected diffusion calculations can be performed using
channel or subchannel models, bringing the ability to explore mul
tiscale effects on safety transient analysis.

The coupled system has been applied to the MSLB PWR tran
sient benchmark defined in the frame of NURESAFE project. Pin
by pin and nodal solutions were computed using in both cases
assembly based thermal hydraulic channels. Pin wise homoge
nized constants, including pin discontinuity factors, fully consis
tent with the constants homogenized at nodal level were
generated using APOLLO2 transport code.

The pin by pin calculation was carried out in a reasonable com
puting time. While global parameters such as the total power or
reactivity along the transient were not very sensitive to the neu
tronics scale in the multiphysics simulation, differences up to 4%
between calculations at pin and nodal level were found in assem
bly peaking factors conditioned by the radial power profile. Pin
peaking factors reflected strong gradients within the hottest
assembly. Taking into account that local feedback effects are not
modeled, it is possible that the pin by pin calculation could be
overestimating local peak powers.

Pin by pin calculations using thermal hydraulics subchannels
will be performed in a near future to assess the role that a very
detailed mapping can play for realistic local parameters predic
tions. While in this kind of spatial asymmetric transients the effect
can be important, it is expected that in other transients the much
faster employed N/TH spatial coupling scheme could provide accu
rate pin by pin solutions, making 3D pin by pin tools better candi
dates than nodal methods for routine safety applications.

As the main objective was to test the capability of the multi
scale coupling, no special attention was paid to different aspects
that impact accuracy such as axial nodalization in the pin by pin
calculation, time steps in the coupling algorithm, etc. Hence
results should not be considered as definitive in terms of accuracy,
but as a proof that pin based results can differ from assembly
based predictions, stressing the importance of pin by pin analysis
for local safety evaluations.

Validation of the coupled system with respect to MCNP/CTF is
ongoing in collaboration with North State Carolina University. Fur
ther investigations will be then performed to explore themultiscale
effects on safety transient evaluations and give recommendations
for the neutronics/thermal hydraulics mapping depending on the
application.
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